Friends Recipe
Action Worksheet

What kind of friend am I?
What are my beliefs and do I feel secure enough to defend them?
Do I know what kind of friend I am?
Do I care what other people think of me?
Am I taking steps to feel vulnerable when connecting with
others?
Are there things I can do feel ok with how I¡m feeling about
being vulnerable?
Am I using bravery and courage to be vulnerable?
Am I showing up? or hating it?
If hating it, why? What is it about vulnerability, courage or
bravery that are making you feel uncomfortable?
Is it just feeling something new and part of the process?
Am I hating that I have to be vulnerable with this particular
person? (if yes, then you probably shouldn't- review if there are
any red flags before giving one something so scary like your
vulnerability)
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Am I empathetic? Can I put myself in someone else's shoes?
I'm not that empathetic but I'm trying to show up
I'm not empathetic but I'm doing the research to see how to be
better at this
I've never been good at this but I'm trying by doing the "right
thing" in my book.
Did I do the friends self-eval?
If so, will I be able to exercise my limits and boundaries with
confidence?
Do I use conditions for my friendships?
Must my friends prove themselves to me? if so, why and by what?
How is this working for you?
How can I measure if I'm being taken advantage of? (hint: your
friendship self-eval)
I've measured and I am being taken advantage of. Then are you
flexible in this and giving your friend another shot? if so,
know when to cut it off or have a talk.
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